
Trace & Treasury is the leading financial and treasury 
planning solution for social housing providers in The
Netherlands, with the treasury facility also prominent in 
the Municipal market (in total it is in use by more than 
150 organisations). Trace & Treasury can easily create 
coherence between your appraisal management, portfolio 
management, asset management, financial planning and 
treasury management requirements, with the software 
having evolved to meet new regulations, legislative changes 
and the demands and requirements of the housing sector.

TRACE ASSETS
 Trace Assets can manage your entire housing stock at a

 variety of levels.
 Trace Assets starts with your ERP asset records including

 financial and non-financial characteristics.
 You can search your properties easily and report at

 different levels and include historical cost and valuations  
 incompliance with Housing SORP2014.

TRACE FINANCIAL PLANNING
 Trace Financial Planning provides the basis for structured

 multi-year financial planning.
 This includes assessment of the financial viability of your

 portfolio.
 Scenario analysis (based on strategic policy) and

 financial sensitivity tests.
 Analysis of investments.
 Assess value and risk.
 Create a budget based on financing strategies.

INTEREST YIELD
 Monitors historic and current interest rates, storage  

 curves and captures interest rate scenarios.

TRACE VALUATION
 Trace Valuation is the module for your appraisal

 management.

Trace and Treasury is an IT system from Aareon which works with your ERP system to 
facilitate reliable financial planning and treasury planning and management.

Trace & Treasury
making the  
right choices  
with complete
traceability



 Trace Appreciation can be used for the valuation of
 multiple types of property capable of calculating multiple
 values based on discounted cash flow methods.
 Valuation can be based on your policy or on the basis of  

 the market scenarios using parameters.
 The results can be easily compared with the clear graphics.

TREASURY LOANS
 Treasury Loans manages your total financial portfolio,

 allowing you to easily administer and analyse further
 contracts.
 Gives a full insight into the financing and re-financing

 interest risk at transaction and portfolio level.
 It is possible to work with simulations for future

 fundingy.

TREASURY DERIVATIVES
 Treasury Derivatives can monitor derivative contracts,

 appreciation and analysis. This module works closely with
 Treasury Loans. In this module, loans can be linked to the
 derivatives to create financial structures. The effects of
 derivatives on the financial portfolio and be viewed in  
 clear graphics or tables.

Aareon are the leading supplier of housing management and digital 
solutions for social housing providers in the UK, enabling us to set the 
standard for business processes.
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TREASURY MANAGEMENT REPORTING
 Trace Management Reporting facilitates the preparation  

 of periodic or ad hoc management reports.
 This module contains standardised and advanced dash

 boards providing you with real time management
 information.
 Treasury Management Reporting shows the financial risks

 you run while managing your business.

TREASURY CASH MANAGEMENT
 Treasury Cash Management gives an optimal insight into

 the current position and development of your liquidity
 position.
 Treasury Cash Management forecasts can be captured and

 linked to actual cash flows from the ERP system.
 Cash Flows automatically calculated in Treasury Loan and

 Derivatives are included in the liquidity forecast.

For more information on Trace & Treasury or the  
Aareon QL Product Suite please call 02476 323723 or visit 
www.aareon.co.uk.


